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PART 1
Complete our ﬁve-day
Certiﬁed Project Ofﬁcer
workshop or our Online
Project EducatioN portal
(OPEN).

PART 2
6-12 months of unlimited,
active mentor support for

Project management is a powerful tool for addressing
the complex needs of today’s organisations.
Unlike narrowly focused ﬁelds - such as HR, marketing,
ﬁnance or IT - project management brings together an
array of skill sets spanning creative and critical thinking,
leadership, risk, change and stakeholder management.
Simply put, project management provides a structured
yet ﬂexible framework for tackling a diverse range of
initiatives faster, better and in a cost eﬃcient manner.
Institute of Project Management graduates are decision
makers; they are the project leaders, problem solvers
and innovators of the 21st century.
Unrestricted access to our global webinar series

your workplace projects
from proven industry
experts.

Free project management tools & templates
International Certiﬁcation (CPO or CPP)
Accelerated pathway to our BSB51415 Diploma
of Project Management

info@institute.pm

BSB41515 Certiﬁcate IV in Project Management Practice
Entry requirements
Entry is open to all persons who are continuously and actively involved in one or more workplace projects
over the 6-12-month period of their enrolment, with the full support of their projects’ sponsor(s).

Coursework
In the first instance, students are required to complete either our five-day project management Certification
workshop or all the assessment activities in OPEN.
Upon completing the coursework, students proceed to active mentoring.

Active mentoring
The Certificate IV mentoring program is delivered one-on-one into your workplace over 6-12 months, using
YOUR projects, programs and events as ‘cases’. Our expert mentors work virtually with you to apply and
extend your knowledge in live settings through interactive discussion and a final assessment.
The final assessment asks you to identify a project you have recently contributed to and critically reflect
upon its performance – this will take the form of a 1,500 word (minimum) written report and presentation
recommending improvements for your organisation.
Our mentors are not just proven project leaders; where possible, you will be paired with someone with
specific experience and expertise in your industry.

Graduate outcomes
Upon completion of our Certificate IV in Project Management Practice, you will be able to:
Apply fundamental project management concepts, methods and theories
Demonstrate the technical skills of project management
Understand the interpersonal aspects of project management
Participate in the delivery of varied projects
Evaluate and respond to project challenges
Communicate professionally with project stakeholders
You will also be directly admitted to the Institute of Project Management as a Certified Project Officer
(or Certified Project Professional if you can evidence three (3) years’ project experience).
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